
Doom Patrol Season One Following the mysterious disappearance of The 
Chief these reluctant heroes will find themselves in a place they never 
expected to be, called to action by none other than Cyborg, who comes to 
them with a mission hard to refuse. Part support group, part Super Hero team, 
the Doom Patrol is a band of superpowered freaks who fight for a world that 
wants nothing to do with them. Warner
Ann and the Apocalypse  A zombie apocalypse threatens the sleepy town of 
Little Haven - at Christmas - forcing Anna and her friends to fight, slash and 
sing their way to survival, facing the undead in a desperate race to reach their 
loved ones. But they soon discover that no one is safe in this new world, and 
with civilization falling apart around them, the only people they can truly rely 
on are each other. Cinedigm
Shaft JJ, aka John Shaft Jr. (Usher), may be a cybersecurity expert with a 
degree from MIT, but to uncover the truth behind his best friends untimely 
death, he needs an education only his dad can provide. Absent throughout JJs 
youth, the legendary locked-and-loaded John Shaft (Jackson) agrees to help 
his progeny navigate Harlems heroin-infested underbelly. And while JJs own 
FBI analysts badge may clash with his dads trademark leather duster, theres 
no denying family. Besides, Shafts got an agenda of his own, and a score to 
settle thats professional and personal. Warner
The First King Romulus and Remus are two shepherds and loyal brothers who 
are destined to found the greatest empire the world has ever seen - but only 
one can rule. The journey to greatness is paved with blood and the fate of the 
chosen one lies in the hands of their brother. Language: Latin (original), 
English (dub) Subtitles: English Bonus Features: Making of English Language 
Available Trailers Well Go
Bottom of the 9th Joe Manganiello and Sofia Vergara star in this gripping 
redemption story from a producer of Creed and Rocky Balboa. A tragic 
mistake lands 19-year-old baseball phenom Sonny Stano in jail before his 
burgeoning professional baseball career gets off the ground. Now, 20 years 
later and fresh out of prison, he works to win back his respect, his family, his 
lost love and his dream of being a professional baseball player. Paramount
Annabelle Comes Home Determined to keep Annabelle from wreaking more 
havoc, demonologists Ed and Lorraine Warren bring the possessed doll to the 
locked artifacts room in their home, placing her "safely" behind sacred glass 
and enlisting a priest's holy blessing. But an unholy night of horror awaits as 
Annabelle awakens the evil spirits in the room, who all set their sights on a 
new target--the Warrens' ten-year-old daughter, Judy, and her friends. Warner
The Addams Family Addams Family Values 2 Movie Collection The Addams 
Family Looking for something Creepy... Spooky... Kooky... and altogether 
Ooky? Come join The Addams Family for the most hilarious scarefest of this 
season or any other! When long-lost Uncle Fester (Christopher Lloyd) 
reappears after twenty-five years in the Bermuda Triangle, Gomez (Raul Julia) 
and Morticia (Anjelica Huston) plan a celebration to wake the dead. But 
Wednesday (Christina Ricci) barely has time to warm up her electric chair 
before Thing points out Fester's uncommonly "normal" behavior. Could this 
Fester be a fake, part of an evil scheme to raid the Addams fortune? Based on 
Charles Addams' beloved cartoons and following the success of the hit TV 
series, The Addams Family is a visual funhouse, packed with plenty of treats, 
tricks and turns by director Barry Sonnenfeld. Addams Family Values It's love 
at first sight when Gomez (Raul Julia) and Motricia (Anjelica Huston) welcome 
a new addition to the Addams Household - Pubert, their soft, cuddly, 
mustachioed baby boy. As Fester (Christopher Lloyd) falls hard for voluptuous 
nanny Debbie Jilinsky (Joan Cusack), Wednesday (Christina Ricci) and Pugsley 
(Jimmy Workman) discover she's a black widow murderess who plans to add 
Fester to her collection of dead husbands. The family's future grows even 
bleaker when the no-good nanny marries Fester and has the kids shipped off 
to summer camp. But Wednesday still has a Thing or two up her sleeve. 
Paramount
Crawl Against all logic, the competitive swimmer, Haley, drives into the mouth 
of a furiously destructive Category 5 hurricane on a collision course with her 
hometown of Florida, to check in on her estranged father, Dave. There, in their 
weather-beaten house amid a rapidly sinking and alligator-infested town, 
Haley and her father find themselves trapped in the labyrinthine mess of their 
flooded crawl space, where a merciless pair of six-metre predators is silently 
stalking them. Now as Haley and Dave are gasping for air in the 
claustrophobic basement only their will to survive can help them stand a 
chance against the scaly adversaries' powerful jaws. Can they escape without 
getting eaten alive? Paramount
Karma When recent college graduate Manny has trouble making ends meet, 
his father-in-law offers him a job evicting delinquent tenants. Manny soon 
finds himself unleashing a karma demon which stalks him at every turn. 
Karma . Cinedigm
Light of my Life Casey Affleck and Elisabeth Moss star in the 
edge-of-your-seat survivalist thriller Light of My Life. A decade after a 
plague?has wiped out nearly all of the worlds female population, a father 
(Affleck) and daughter live on the outskirts of whats left of civilization as they 
once knew it. Disguising his daughter as a boy, the father struggles to protect 
her from newfound threats as they are from their home into dangerous 
territory. Prepared to defend his daughter at all costs, their bond and the 
character of humanity is tested. Paramount
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Kung Fu Masters In the waning years of the Ming Dynasty, the Bruneian Empire 
wants to offer a rare creature to the nation as a gift and has tasked Ocean, a 
member of the Imperial Secret Police, to capture and tame the beast. Upon 
discovering the beast’s gentle and kind nature, Ocean works in secret to release 
the beast back to the wild, keeping it from being turned into a killing machine. 
Well Go
Pokemon The Movie 15: Kyurem Vs. The Sword Of Justice During a train trip, 
Ash and friends spot an injured Pokemon they don't recognize. They're 
planning a rescue when the train is attacked by the Legendary Kyurem! Ash and 
the others manage to get the unfamiliar Pokemon to safety, and they learn its 
story... The Mythical Pokemon Keldeo is on a mission to rescue its friends - 
Cobalion, Terrakion, and Virizion, the Swords of Justice - from Kyurem's icy 
clutches. But Kyurem has other ideas, and when it transforms into Black Kyurem 
or White Kyurem for greater power, things look grim! Can Keldeo find the 
courage to stand up to this menace? Viz
Pokemon The Movie: Genesect and the Legend Awakened A vast Pokemon 
habitat amid the hustle and bustle of the big city seems like the perfect new 
home for a group of five Genesect. The arrival of these Mythical Pokemon 
quickly becomes a problem, thought: their nest threatens the city's power 
supply, and they keep attacking anyone who approaches it. On top of that, 
they've attracted the attention of the Legendary Pokemon Mewtwo, who 
sympathize with them because its own origins also involve human tampering. 
Their leader, a red Genesect, doesn't trust Mewtwo, and their confrontation 
quickly rages out of control! Can Ash and friends stop these two powerful 
Pokemon before they destroy the city? Viz
Pokemon Black & White 4 Movie Collection Black: Victini and Reshiram and 
White: Victini and Zekrom A hero must choose: the power of ideals or the 
courage of truth? When Ash and his friends encounter a battle competition in 
Eindoak Town, they meet the Mythical Pokémon Victini, who becomes their 
newest friend. But disaster strikes when the misguided wanderer Damon seizes 
Victini for his own plans! Can Ash prove himself a hero and earn the help of the 
Legendary Reshiram-or Zekrom-to rescue Victini and save Eindoak Town? Two 
legends...and two versions of the story! Follow them both in Pokémon the 
Movie: Black-Victini and Reshiram and Pokémon the Movie: White-Victini and 
Zekrom! It's twice the Pokémon adventure! Kyurem vs. the Sword of Justice Ash 
and Pikachu, along with their friends Iris and Cilan, are on a train headed to 
their next stop on their journey. From the train, Ash spots an injured Pokémon 
they don't recognize. They're planning a rescue when the train was attacked by 
the Legendary Kyurem! The Mythical Pokémon Keldeo is on a mission, to rescue 
its friends-Cobalion, Terrakion, and Virizion, the Legendary Pokémon known as 
the Swords of Justice-from Kyurem's icy clutches. But Kyurem has other ideas, 
and when it transforms into Black Kyurem or White Kyurem for greater power, 
things look grim! Genesect and the Legend Awakened A vast Pokémon habitat 
amid the hustle and bustle of the big city seems like the perfect new home for a 
group of five Genesect. The arrival of these Mythical Pokémon quickly becomes 
a problem, though: their nest threatens the city's power supply, and they keep 
attacking those who approach it. When the Genesect are joined by the 
Legendary Pokémon Mewtwo-who sympathizes due to its own origins-things 
only get worse, and the confrontation quickly rages out of control. Can Ash and 
friends stop these two powerful Pokémon before they destroy the city? Viz
Infini T Force Emi is a seventeen-year-old girl living in Shibuya, Tokyo. Her father 
is always away with work and she's grown listless. Suddenly, a twist of fate 
involving a certain magical item changes everything. A mysterious pencil, of all 
things, is linked to the appearance of heroes from another world! Could this be 
the start to the excitement she's so desperately craving, or is there something 
more? Viz
Air Bud Double Feature: MVP Most Valuable Primate When Jack, a sign 
language-speaking chimp, is sold to a research lab, he makes a break for 
freedom – and ends up stranded in the frozen northlands. Befriended by two 
teens, Jack’s talent for ice skating soon turns him into the local hockey team’s 
secret weapon. Now, playoffs are in full swing. The lab officials are closing in. 
And Jack has one chance to prove that when it comes to skating away with the 
affections of an entire town, he doesn’t monkey around. MVP 2 Most Vertical 
Primate Booted from his hockey team after being wrongly accused of league 
misconduct, Jack takes to the road. Along the way, Jack makes friends with a 
skateboarder Ben and a skate shop owner Ollie. It seems that Jack's hockey 
skills translate directly into tearing up the half pipe and popping sick grinds! 
With his new buddy Ben by his side Jack takes off on a cross-country 
skateboard competition tour with hilarious results! Mill Creek
Houses of Hell 4 Movies: American Horror House Three students strive to be 
initiated into a sorority on Halloween night. However, they soon realize that 
they must fight for their lives from ghosts that have invaded and the 
housemother that has embarked upon a killing spree. , The Dunwich Horror An 
adaptation of H.P. Lovecraft’s works, “Dunwich Horror” tells the story of Wilbur 
Whateley (Jeffery Combs of Re-Animator, The Frighteners) and his sinister quest 
to procure a copy of the Necronomicon, an ancient, diabolical manuscript that 
will help him open a doorway to a dimension inhabited by unspeakable 
creatures known as the ‘Old Ones.’, House of Bones A group of ghost hunters 
from a nationally syndicated TV show arrive for their latest assignment – the 
mysterious “Wicker House” in New Orleans which has been the site of some of 
the grisliest murders in history. While the house has remained uninhabited 
since the 1950’s, locals know to stay away. Will they make it out alive or will this 
be the last and greatest episode of their ghostly TV series? Mask Maker A lucky 
couple hits the jackpot when they purchase a 19th century plantation home for 
pennies on the dollar. Determined to get rich quick, they invite their friends up 
for the weekend to celebrate their good fortune. It’s quickly apparent that the 
plantation home’s former residents have not left and the unlucky youths 
suddenly find themselves running for their lives! Mill Creek
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